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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e, approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

At 1413 hours on April 2,1987, with Unit 2 defueled, the 2B Diesel Generator (DG) was being tested
in accordance with LTS-800-3 (DG 28 Start and Load Acceptance Surveillance). At this time, the 2B
Diesel Generator was shutdown with its control switch in AUTO. The 28 DG output breaker was racked
to REMOTE TEST and closed. The SAT (System Auxiliary Transformer) feed breaker to BUS 243 was open
and BUS 243 was deenergized.

Before confinning that the SAT feed breaker to BUS 243 was closed and BUS 243 was reenergized, the
test engineer opened the 28 DG output breaker, in preparation to racking the breaker to CONNECT,
causing the 28 DG to auto-start. The test engineer believed that since there was no procedure step
to rack the 2B DG breaker to CONNECT that it would be satisfactory to do it at any time.

The cause of this event is inattention to detail by the test engineer. The test engineer should
have verified with the Unit 2 Nuclear Station Operator that the SAT feed breaker to Bus 243 was
closed and that Bus 243 was reenergized prior to opening the DG output breaker. Also, the
procedure did not provide guidance to the test engineer with regard to when the 2B DG output
breaker should be racked to CONNECT.

The consequences of this event were minimal because at the time of this event the unit 2 Reactor
was defueled and the 2B Emergency Diesel Generator was not needed or required by Technical
Specification.

This report is being submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 50.13(a)(2)(iv) due to actuation of an ' (-(Engineered Safety Feature) system. g
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PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as [XX].

|

! A. CONDITION PRIOR 10 EVENT

Unit (s): 2 Event Date: 04-02-87 Event Time: 1413 hours
|

| Reactor Mode (s): Defueled Mode (s) Name: Defueled Power Level (s): 01

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

At 1413 hours on April 2,1987, with Unit 2 defueled, the 28 Diesel Generator (DG)[EK] was
being tested in accordance with LTS-800-3 (DG 28 Start and Load Acceptance). At this time,
the 28 DG was shutdown with its control switch in AUTO. The 28 DG output breaker was racked
to REMOTE TEST and closed in accordance with the procedure. A simulated overcurrent trip on
DG 28, with a simulated Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) actuation signal present, had
justbeensuccessfullydemonstrated. As a result of the simulated overcurrent trip, the
System Auxiliary Transfonner (SAT) feed breaker to BUS 243 opened and BUS 243 deenergized per
design.

Next, the procedure directed the SAT feed breaker lockout to be reset, and to resynchronize
and close the SAT feed breaker to BUS 243. The test engineer had the SAT feed breaker to BUS
243 lockout reset. Af ter the SAT feed breaker to BUS 243 lockout was reset, the test engineer
contacted and requested the Unit 2 Control Room Operator (NSO, licensed RO) to resynchronize
and close the SAT feed breaker.

Before confinning that the SAT feed breaker to BUS 243 was closed and BUS 243 was reenergized,
the test engineer prepared to have the 2B DG output breaker opened and racked to CONNECT to
expedite testing. There is no step in the survelliance procedure to verify that the Diesel
Generator 28 output breaker is open. The test engineer believed that since there was no
procedure step to rack the 28 Diesel Generator output breaker to CONNECT that it would be
satisfactory to do it at any time. When the 2B DG output breaker was opened (locally), the 28
DG auto-started.

When the 28 DG auto started the Unit 2 NSO (in the control room) inmediately instructed the
test engineer to rack into CONNECT the 2B DG output breaker in accordance with standard
operating practices. The test engineer received pennission from the Shif t Control Room
Engineer (SCRE) to remove all junpers and lif ted leads that were required for the survelliance
so that the 28 DG would be in its nonnal operating mode. The 28 DG was then loaded and
verified to operate satisfactory.

There were no systems or components inoperable at the beginning of the event which contributed
to the event.

This report is being submitted pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(lv) due to actuation of an
-Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) System.
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C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT

The apparent cause of this event was inattention to detail by the test engineer. The test )

engineer should have detennined the inpact of opening the 28 DG output breaker and racking it
to CONNECT. Also, the test engineer shculd have verified with the Unit 2 NSO that the SAT
feed breaker to Bus 243 was closed and that Bus 243 was reenergized prior to opening the DG
output breaker. The test engineer's familiarity with the procedure may have contributed to
overconfidence in perfonning the procedure steps.

A contributing factor to this event was procedural inadequacy. The surveillance procedure did
not provide guidance to the test engineer with regard to when the 2B DG output breaker should
be racked to CONNECT. At the time the DG output breaker was opened in preparation for racking
to the CONNECT position, the SAT feed breaker to the bus was not yet closed. Therefore,since
DG logic saw a bus undervoltage coincidental with an open DG output breaker, an auto-start
signal was received.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS OF EVENT

The safety consequences of this event were minimal because at the time of this event the Unit
2 Reactor was defueled and the 2B Emergency Diesel Generator was not needed or required by
Technical Specifications.

This procedure is only perfonned when the unit is either Shutdown or in the Refuel condition.
If the plant is in the Shutdown condition, alternate ECCS systems.would have been operable or

'

this procedure would not have been perfonned.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The following innediate Corrective Actions were taken.

1. Once the 28 DG auto started, testing was suspended, and all junpers and lif ted leads
required by the surveillance were innediately removed and the 28 DG output breaker was
racked into CONNECT. The 28 DG was verified operable by synchronizing it with the SAT
and loading it to verify satisfactory operation.

2. The test engineer consulted with the Operating (shif t) personnel and it was detennined
that the cause of the diesel auto start was due to the test in progress rather than an
actual ECCS signal. This evaluation was corrpleted prior to securing the DG.

The following Long Tenn Corrective Actions were taken;

1. The surveillance procedure (LTS-800-3) as well as similar DG test procedures will be
reviewed and revised as applicable before they are perfonned again to prevent a
reoccurrence of this problem. This action will be tracked by Action Item Record (AIR)
374-200-87-02400.

2. The remainder of the test has been perfonned satisfactorily with a revised procedure.
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E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS (Continued)

3. All Technical Staff personnel will be trained on this event ith evnphasis on attention to
detail, the inportance of good communication, the station's policy guideline on proper
consnunications when perfonning procedures, and on the inportance of initiating procedure
revisions when procedural inadequacies are identified. This training will be tracked by
AIR 374-200-87-02401.

,

4. All station personnel will be tailgated on this event. This event will be tracked by
AIR's 374-200-87-02402 through0240g.

3

F. PREVIOUS EVENTS

None.

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA

None.
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*' ~* Commonwoelth Edison
-= LaSalleCountyNuc!zarSt tion

Rural Routa #1, Box 220_,,
'' Marseilles, Illinois 61341

Telephone 815/357-6761

.

April 30, 1987

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir: !

Licensee Event Report #87-005-00, Docket #050-374 is being
submitted to your office in accordance with

10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv).

>Hys|*rg .

a U. r

G. J. Diederic4 "f
station Manager
LaSalle county Station

GJD/JHF/kg

Enclosure

xc: Nuclear Licensing Administrator
NRC Resident Inspector
NRC Region III Administrator
INPO - Records Center
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